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Abstract
Melody of a music have a facilitative effect on memory. The aim of
this study is to investigate the cause of this phenomenon by using three
experiment settings. The Ss heard 19 words sung with a well-known
melody, with an unknown melody and without any melody but in the
form of chunks. The results show that recall is better when the same text
is listened without any melody both in serial and free recall. Both of the
serial and free recall are also better when the same text is listened with
a known melody than when listened with an unknown melody. However,
the statistical analysis shows that there is no significant difference between
the known and unknown melody. These results show that melody of a
music can have a distracting effect on recall and the constructive effect of
music on recall is mainly due to its ability in chunking the words with its
rhythmic structure.

Keywords: memory, music, serial recall, ordered recall, free recall, chunking,
context dependent memory
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Introduction

There is no doubt that we all experienced that a melody of a familiar song
can trigger some memories and facilitate recall. The question is why does this
combination of music and text form a long lasting and effective cue. Scientists have been interested in this phenomenon and several hypothesis have been
made to come to an understanding such as “Music and text combination may
provide more connections and therefore induce a form of Hebbian learning by
sustaining loops of circuits”. As Campbell states: “The more connections that
can be made in the brain, the more integrated an experience becomes within
memory.” [6]. Maybe the songs are stored or processed in a complete different
pathway in the brain as it is suggested in [17]. Wallace again states that “Music
is a rich structure that chunks words and phrases, identifies line lengths, identifies stress patterns, and adds emphasis as well as focuses listeners on surface
characteristics”. [24].But are those features only belong to music? It could
only be the rhythm or rhyme that can maintain these facilitation, which means
that other structures that have these characteristics can facilitate memory acquisition, consolidation and retrieval. The aim of this study is to investigate
the effect of melody on memory. Therefore, we want to eliminate the rhythmic characteristic and the chunking structure of the music, and focus only on
the melody. Our main hypothesis is that the words listened in the form of a
song with a well-known melody are more easily remembered than the words
listened with an unknown melody. Additionally our second hypothesis is that
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the words listened in the form of a song are more easily remembered than the
words listened without any melody. We will be discussing the previous related
works on the structure of music related to memory, continuing by introducing
our experiment settings regarding to our hypothesis and finally discussing the
results and the future work in the upcoming sections.
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Relevant Work

The threshold of verbal memory is a concept suggested by Jacobs [13] that refers
to the limited verbal capacity for one person. It is suggested by Miller in his
famous article that this capacity is five to nine items that is somehow paired
in a group, which is also called “chunks” [16].With the aid of an association
that is determined consciously or unconsciously by the subject, any group of
elements can become a part of these chunks. Chunking is the way to reduce the
memory load in short term memory. Snyder also stated that the chunks can also
become parts of other chunks. He also stated that two basic grouping occurs in
terms of music memory: rhythmic grouping and melodic grouping [21]. Melodic
grouping stands for the overall pitch and intervals within the music. Melodic
grouping stands for the overall pitch and intervals within the music.
Later on, Cowan reconsidered that chunking may have more complex qualities than what Miller suggested. He mentioned that chunking reduces the memory load by creating shifts and asymmetry in the total information [7]. It may
have sound like the asymmetry and shifts on levels should result in a reduction
on memory capacity since it means more properties that the brain should pay
at- tention. However, stability does not necessarily have a positive effect as we
can see on various cases. For example, Goldinger et. al. showed that words
produced by multiple talkers has a better effect on word recall than words produced by a single talker [11]. This can also shed light on the reason why the
song lyrics are consistent and easily memorized. Nevertheless, these findings are
lacking of required information to conclude whether auditory asymmetry helps
to improve memory or not.
Several studies by Crowder showed that text is better recalled with its original melody than when it is presented in an unknown melody [18] [19]: which
means that when encoded together, music acts as an efficient cue for recall. However, these studies do not show exactly which properties of music help us with
the recalling process, or in other words, whether text can be learned without
the help of the melody with the same efficiency or not. To be able to question
this hypothesis, we should look further to previous research to understand the
effects of other properties of music, like tempo, timbre and pitch.
In their experiment, Balch & Lewis tested music dependent memory in terms
of changed tempo and timbre conditions and associated their findings to mood
dependent memory. They concluded that the tempo change created significantly
improved results, however the timbre change did not[2]. Moreover, in their
study, Mead & Ball found that the music tonality acted as a contextual cue and
major tones had a better influence on memory than minor tones by inducing a
positive mood [15]. Furthermore, melody acts as a cue for sequential information
“which provides an order of encoding and a comparable order of recall” as cited
in [24]. Serial recall eliminates the probability of skipping some parts of the text
without being aware of.
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In addition to these studies, several word recall studies examined the overall
capacity of short term memory and the properties of the selected words. Jacobs investigated the verbal capacity on school children by using 2 verbal items
per second with a hypothesis that “A standard number for each age can be
found regarding to several properties of both the presented material and the
age of the child” [14]. In this study he controlled the rate of presen- tation
of the verbal items, in other terms the rhythm, as an independent factor. In
another experiment done by Deese [9] showed that the number of recalled items
increased with the increased association between the words. Also, Baddeley
showed that acoustically similar words are recalled better [1]. Later on, Crowder showed that phonological similarity of words have a positive effect on recall
[8]. Additionally, Wetherick [25] showed that semantically related words are
recalled better and usually recalled together. Furthermore, Walker and Hulme
[23] studied the word concreteness effect on recall and found that concrete words
are better recalled. The factors on word selection that effect free word recall
can be grouped under several categories according to these former studies such
as: associability, concreteness, frequency and acoustic similarity.
Later studies in the literature focuses on different factors that affect the
threshold which can differ from one subject to another. A concept called ‘the
memory span‘ by Bolton [4] is the largest number of items that can be repeated
in correct order by a person, which is strongly related to a person‘s attention.
Binet and Simon [3] later added an intelligence factor this theory. This factor
is later defined by Yerkes et. al. [26] as the coefficient of intellectual ability.
Additionally, Ho et. al. showed that subjects with music training are better on
verbal memory than subjects without music training [12].
Another relevant concept is Context Dependent Memory (CDM), which
refers to a significant improvement on recall of information with the presence of
a certain stimuli in both acquisition and retrieval stages. Several studies showed
that different environmental contexts such as locational, olfactory or auditory
could influence on retrieval. An interesting study was conducted by Baddeley
& Godden showed that the words learned underwater are best recalled in their
location of learning, which is underwater [10]. However, according to the outshining hypothesis by Smith [20], environmental factors can become ineffective
when a more effective context is available.
In conclusion, we investigated the relevant work concerning memory and effect of music in memory and concluded some factors that affect the memory
in serial word recall tests with music. We grouped these factors in four: word
de- pendent factors, music dependent factors, subject dependent factors and
context dependent factors. In order to leave the effect of known melody as the
depen- dent variable, we will control other factors in our experiment setting
which will be explained in detail later on.
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Methodology

We began our road with the claim that “The words embedded to a known
melody are more likely to be remembered than the ones listened without the
melody”. In order to test our hypothesis, we used 3 experiment setup with the
same list of 19 words: one with a well-known melody, one with an unknown
melody and one without any melody.
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3.1

Experiment Conditions

In order to reduce the environmental effects over the experiment, we performed
all the experiments in the same empty classroom (ETA B3) with the same
conditions. Due to the fact that it was not possible to create a fully isolated
classroom from the noise, we tried to perform the experiments such a way that
at least all subjects were exposed to almost the same noise ratio. To avoid the
volume effect of the music, we tried to make all the subjects listen to the words
with the same volume.

3.2

Subject Selection

For each of the 3 experiments, we had 12 subjects. We considered the age factor
of the subjects and tried to keep the age in a range. Therefore, we have chosen
our subjects who are in the range of 20-25 years old. In order to reduce the
musical abilities of the subjects over the experiment results as mentioned by
[12], we used the melodic experiment setups with the subjects who did not have
any musical experience.

3.3

Priori Memory Test

At the beginning of the experiments, we performed a short memory test to
each group subjects. In this test, we chose 9 random meaningless syllables and
recorded them. By doing this, we aimed to show that our subjects have almost
the same memory capacity. Results of the memory test will be given in the
Results section.
Our syllable list was ”ki, po, üt, şa, dü, lı, ef, zu, ca”. The aim of choosing
meaningless syllables is to make more meaningful and accurate measurements
by removing the distracting or constructive factors due to the meaning as mentioned in [5]. The subjects listened to these syllables only once and they were
asked to write them down in order. Scoring for the memory test is given in the
“Experimental Results” section.
As we have mentioned, we had 3 experiment setup. Before giving the details
of each of them, let us briefly talk about our word and music selection for the
experiment.

3.4

Music Selection

For the well-known melody, we chose a well known Turkish child song “Minik
Kuş”. The words then were chosen accordingly considering the rhythmic structure of the song which will be described in more detail in the word selection. We
replaced the lyrics of the song with the 19 words we have chosen and recorded
the song. We tried to avoid noise and we tried to be as perceptible as possible
during the record. Score of the song can be found in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Minik Kuş
The song “Mini mini bir kuş” is in tone C major and its tempo is 4/4. As
it is mentioned in the relevant works section, in the literature there are some
surveys about the effect of different tones and tempo on recall [2] [15]. In order
to remove this effect, we composed the unknown melody in the same tone with
the well known melody and with the same rhythmic structure. Only the pitch of
the nodes are changed accordingly without changing their duration. We again
recorded the new composed song with the list of 19 words as the lyrics of the
song. Scores of the songs can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Unknown Melody

3.5

Word Selection

In terms of word selection, as it is mentioned in the relevant work section, we
selected the words regarding their concreteness, frequency, coefficient of association and their phonological similarities. The words are chosen from the list
of Turkish Word Norms considering their concreteness, abstractness, context
availability, and word associations [22]. The words from the same line are selected as their association sets does not intersect. Association sets of the words
are shown in the Appendix, the first numbers below the words indicate the total
number of words that is found to be associated with, second one represents the
number of words which are stated by more than one subjects. The frequency
score of the words are not more than 20, which is specified as “rare” in the
Turkish Word Norms list. Concrete words are chosen instead of abstract words,
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the mean score of concreteness of the words are more than 5, in a scale where
1 is “more abstract” and 7 is “more concrete”. Coefficient of association of the
words are less than 17, which is mentioned by Nelson, McEvoy, and Schreiber
(as cited in [22]) as “not large”. Furthermore, the number of musical notes in the
known melody are taken into account while choosing the number of syllables in
the words. 19 meaningful Turkish words without any semantic relation between
them are chosen. Adjectives and verbs are avoided in order to prevent noun
phrases and sentence-like structures. Formation of liaisons are not allowed.
The object names which are easy to visualize are skipped since we only
want to see the melody effect on memory and we expected that subjects encode
the words just with the aid of the melody. The word sequence that is used
is: ”boza, yalı, yonca, kuyumcu, eleştirmen, çerçeve, berber, füze, ayakkabı,
kimyon, çehre, şalter, patik, iğde, terazi, koridor, soytarı, kış, bilişim”. This
word list was common for each group as it is mentioned earlier.

Figure 3: Word Frequencies

3.6

Experiments

Before starting the experiments, each subject took the memory test. After
listening to the syllables once, they were asked to write down the syllables they
recall in order. Then the subjects were required to fill a form which asked
whether they had any musical experience.
• First Experiment
Subjects chosen for the first group are the ones that do not have any
musical experience.
For the first experiment setup, the song “Minik Kuş” is chosen, since it is
a very common and well known Turkish childhood song. Nevertheless, in
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order to be sure, we asked the subjects whether they can sing this song
correctly or not before the experiment.
We made the subjects listen to our version of the song for 3 times with
a headphone. Then they were asked to write the words they remembered
down in order.
• Second Experiment
For the second experiment, subjects chosen are again the ones that do not
have any musical experience.
For the second experiment setup, the unknown melody is used. Since the
melody is composed by one of our group members Özlem Salehi, there is
no chance that a subject has listened to the melody before the experiment
Subjects were asked to listen to the word list which is recorded over this
unknown melody for 3 times and were asked to write them down in order.
• Third Experiment
For the third experiment setup, the subjects listened to the words without
any melody. In order to compare just the effect of melody, we applied
some chunking procedure while reading the words. This was done to
preserve the rhythm structure of the words and making the melody the
only changing element between the setups. There are 1 second pauses
after every line of the song such as “boza yalı yonca kuyumcu /pause
eleştirmen çerçeve /pause berber füze ayakkabı /pause kimyon çehre şalter
patik /pause iğde terazi koridor /pause soytarı kış bilişim”.
We made the subjects listen to the word sequence for 3 times.
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4.1

Experimental Results
Interpretation of the Data

While interpreting the data, we considered both the total number of words that
are remembered and the number of words that are remembered in order. We had
to find a way to measure the performance of the subjects. For the total number
of words, we simply counted the number of words recalled by each subject.
In order to interpret the results for the ordered recall, we searched the literature. We first tried to use the “Levenshtein Edit Distance”. Because the number
of words recalled by each subject was different, the scoring we obtained by the
“Levenshtein Edit Distance” did not reflect the results accurately. Therefore,
we decided to use our own strategy which is the combination of several ones.
We first take the list of the words that our subject remembered. We then
calculate the minimum number of words to be dismissed in order to convert the
sequence to a relatively ordered one. For instance, if the reference sequence is
a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j here are the interpreted results for given subject lists:
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Figure 4: Scoring For the Ordered Recall

4.2

Results

• First Experiment
When the total number of words that the subjects recalled were calculated
without considering the order of the words, we see that the mean value is
9.417 over 19 words with the maximum value of 14 and minimum value
of 5. The standard deviation is for the total recall is 2.712.
If we consider the serial -ordered- recall for the experiment with “Minik
Kuş”’s melody, the mean value is 8.25 with maximum value of 12 and the
minimum value of 5. The standard deviation the serial recall is 2.527.
What we can observe is that there is not a huge gap between the total
recall and the ordered recall, meaning that the subjects almost recalled
every word that they recalled in the correct order.

Figure 5: Number of Words Recalled for the Well Known Melody
• Second Experiment
The total number of words recalled by the subjects without considering
the order of the words have the mean value of 7.75 with the maximum
value of 13 and the minimum value of 3. The standard deviation for the
total recall for this experiment is 2.95.
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When we consider the ordered recall, the mean value is 6.5 with a maximum value of 13 and a minimum value of 2. The standard deviation for
this experiment is 2.645.

Figure 6: Number of Words Recalled for the Unknown Melody
• Third Experiment
The mean value for the total number of recalled words for 12 subjects
is 12.33 with a maximum value of 17 and a minimum value of 6. The
standard deviation for this experiment is 3.36.
If we consider the ordered recall for the experiment without any melody,
we face with the results that have the mean value of 10.42 with a maximum
value of 15 and the minimum value of 6. The standard deviation of this
experiment is 2.57.

Figure 7: Number of Words Recalled Without Melody
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4.3

Statatistical Analysis of The Results

In statistical analysis of the results we used ANOVA followed by the Tukey test
to test the significant differences between the groups. Minitab software is used
in the analysis. The followings are the results obtained by applying ANOVA
and Tukey tests:
a. Anova Results For the Memory Test

Figure 8: ANOVA Results For the Memory Test
The P value is greater than 0.05 which shows that statistically there is no
significant difference between the three group of subjects. This shows that
there is no difference between the memory abilities of the three groups. Hence
we can conclude that memory abilities of different subjects do not affect the
results of the experiment.
b. ANOVA Results For the Total Number of Recalled Words

Figure 9: ANOVA Results For Total Recall
The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the three groups in
total number of recalled words. The P values is less than 0.05 which shows
that the null hypothesis is wrong and there is at least difference between
two groups. The F value explains how much variability there is between the
groups than within the groups. F value for the experiment is 7,90 which is
larger than the F table (F value for alpha=0.05). F value also shows that
the null hypothesis is wrong.
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The results show that when the total number of recalled words is considered,
subjects that listened to words without music have the highest mean. The
subjects who listened to “Minik Kuş” follows them and the ones that listened
to words with the unknown melody recall the least.
Next we apply Tukey Method to look at the pairwise comparisons between
the groups.
Pairwise Comparisons Using Tukey Method
Tukey method computes simultaneous confidence intervals by making pairwise comparisons. The values given in the table below refer to the boundaries
of the confidence intervals. The important thing is that whether the given
range contains 0 or not. If 0 is not contained in the range, we can conclude
that the two groups are significantly different from each other.

Figure 10: Tukey Results For Total Recall
Tukey method shows us that when the total number of recalled words is considered, there is a difference between the without melody and the other two
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groups. Grouping information shows that there is not a statistical difference
between the known and the unknown melody.
c. ANOVA Results for the Words Recalled in Order

Figure 11: ANOVA Results For Ordered Recall
The null hypothesis is that there is no difference between the three groups
in total number of the words they recall in order. The P value is less than
0.05 which shows that the null hypothesis is wrong.

Pairwise Comparisons Using Tukey Method
The results show that when the total number of ordered recalled words is
considered, subjects that listened to words without music have the highest
mean. The subjects who listened to “Minik Kuş” follows them and the ones
that listened to words with the unknown melody recall the least.
Next we apply Tukey Method to look at the pairwise comparisons between
the groups.
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Tukey method shows us that when the total number of recalled words in
order is considered, there is a difference between the unknown melody and
the without melody groups. Grouping information shows that there is not
a statistical difference neither between the known and the unknown melody
nor between the known and without melody groups.
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Discussion

The null hypothesis is “There is no difference between the number of ordered
recalled words between the three groups”. The analysis made in the above
section shows that the null hypothesis is wrong and there are at least two groups
that are different from each other. Next, the Tukey results showed that when
the ordered recall is considered, there is only a difference between the unknown
melody and without melody groups.
Our main hypothesis was that the words listened to in the form of a song with
a known melody are more easily remembered than the words listened to with
an unknown melody. When we compare the average number of words recalled
in order by the two groups, we see that the results support our claim. However,
when we look at the ANOVA and Tukey results, even though the means are
different, there is not a significant difference between the unknown melody and
the known melody groups. This is mainly due to sample size, since 12 people
per each group was not enough to demonstrate the results. Dealing with a small
sample, individual results have too much effect on the general results.
Our second hypothesis was that “the words listened to in the form of a song
are more easily remembered than the words listened without music.” When we
look at the means of the three groups we see the opposite. The group who
listened to words without music has the highest average. According to our
experiment results, what might be missing in our hypothesis is the probable
distracting effect of different lyrics over a well-known melody. The subjects
might have been expecting specific words in the melody and hearing alien words
might have distracted them. We also observed the distracting effect of the
unknown melody. Another issue is that, although the experiments were tried to
be performed in a noise-free environment with noise-free recordings, there were
still noises in the recordings that caused the subjects to understand the words
improperly.
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When we look at the ANOVA and the Tukey results for the ordered recall, we
see that there is only a significant difference between the unknown melody and
the without melody groups. The results show that the experiment do not provide
us with enough information to make a distinction between the known melody
and the without melody groups. Tukey results also show that we can make
a meaningful distinction between the without melody and unknown melody
groups. The subjects might have been distracted by the unknown rhythm of
the song and they might not have concentrated on the words while they were
listening which explains the results of the experiment.
When the free recall is considered, the results are almost the same. There is
only a slight difference that Tukey results show that there is also a significant
difference between the known melody and the without melody groups. This is
an important results since when the ordered recall is considered, there wasn’t
any difference between the two groups. What created this difference is that
remembering the words in the exact order is easier when listened to in the form
of a song than without any music.
Besides, as Crowder mentioned, a specific text is better recalled with its
original melody than when it is presented in an unknown melody. Similarly the
melody is a better cue for its original text, and it can also act as a distracter
for a new text. Therefore, these findings can be the explanation of our results.
An important implication of the results is that we think that the constructive
effect of music on recall is mainly due to its ability to chunk the words through
its rhythmic structure, not due to its melodic structure. As we have seen in our
results, melodic structure of the music can be distracting in some experiment
setups where as it is commonly known that music has a constructive effect on
recall. The reason that the subjects who listened to the words without any
melody recall better may be due to this chunking effect, since although they
listened to the words without any melody, words were read as chunks. Without
the distracting effect of melody, they were able to recall better than the other
subjects. However, in order to test this effect, another experiment must be
conducted.
For the future work, the melody effect should be tested without any distraction effect from the melody. To achieve this, a new melody should be introduced
to the subjects, and after the acquisition of the new melody is provided, the word
list sung with the new melody should be presented to the subjects for the ordered recall task. Additionally, to ensure that chunking is the main property
that facilitate recall, another experiment should be conducted without any form
of chunking and the results should be compared with the previous experiments.
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Conclusion

Aim of this work was to investigate the effect of music on recall. Our main
hypothesis was that the words listened in the form of a song with a well-known
melody are recalled better than the words listened in the form of a song with
an unknown melody. The results show that recall is better when the words are
listened with the known melody. However, there is not a significant difference
between the two groups statistically most probably due to small sample size.
Our second hypothesis was that the words listened in the form of a song are
recalled better than the words listened without any melody. The results that
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we obtained showed just the opposite; the words were better recalled when they
were listened without any music when compared to the ones listened in the form
of a song, which was mainly because of the distracting effect of the melody. The
results also have other implications: We see that the words are better recalled
in order when listened with a melody than when listened without a melody.
Another important implication is that the constructive effect of music is due to
its ability to chunk the words. These findings gave rise to ideas about possible
future works.
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Appendix

ASSOCIATION SETS OF WORDS
bilgisayar 23
internet 8
sektör 2
fuar 22
iletişim 4
bilim 1
teknoloji 10
yönetim 4
iş 1
bilgi 8
sistem 3
karmaşa 1

kompüter 1
telefon 1
ulaşım 1

BERBER
16, 7

saç 55
tıraş 14
makas 11
kuaför 5

erkek 2
fön 2
kel 2
ayna 1

değişiklik 1
eski 1
köşe 1
sakal 1

sıkıntı 1
sokak 1
ustura 1
zengin 1

AYAKKABI
25, 15

ayak 15
bağcık 14
boya 11
çorap 11
spor 7
topuk 6
bağ 5

terlik 5
bot 3
pabuç 3
çekecek 2
ip 2
kösele 2

lostra 2
siyah 2
kerata 1
koku 1
kopça 1
kundura 1

nasır 1
parmak 1
rahatlık 1
sıkıntı 1
takunya 1
tamirat 1

BOZA
30, 14

kış 20
şıra 14
içecek 12
leblebi 10
salep 6
beyaz 4
şerbet 4
bozacı 2

ekşi 2
gece 2
içki 2
ramazan 2
sütlâç 2
tarçın 2
acı 1
arpa 1

bitki 1
bulgur 1
hamur 1
kıvam 1
koyu 1
maya 1
mayhoş 1

meşrubat 1
nohut 1
satıcı 1
sert 1
sıcak 1
şifa 1
yoğunluk 1

ÇEHRE
19, 11

yüz 56
surat 9
burun 4
güzellik 4
göz 3

güzel 3
insan 3
marş 3
sima 3
ifade 2

yanak 2
çene 1
kişi 1
kulak 1
sakal 1

sandalye 1
sıfat 1
siluet 1
sivilce 1

ÇERÇEVE
14, 7

resim 60
fotoğraf 16
gözlük 5
pencere 4

cam 3
tablo 3
hediye 2
ağaç 1

belge 1
belirgin 1
dikkat 1

karma 1
perspektif 1
taslak 1

ELEŞTİRMEN
27, 11

gazete 28
yazar 13

yazı 3
kritik 2

edebiyat 1
entelektüel 1

not 1
objektif 1

BİLİŞİM
15, 9
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sinema 11
eleştiri 9
kitap 7
film 4
dergi 3

makale 2
yorumcu 2
ataç 1
bilgisiz 1
bilmiş 1

inat 1
itici 1
itiraz 1
kırıcı 1
metin 1

söyleşi 1
spor 1
yorum 1
zekâ 1

FÜZE
16, 7

savaş 41
bomba 26
roket 11
uzay 5

ateş 3
ölüm 3
uçmak 2
büyük 1

duman 1
kimya 1
korku 1
meme 1

patlama 1
patriot 1
yakıt 1
yangın 1

İĞDE
31, 9

ağaç 39
koku 11
meyve 11
çekirdek 5
kahverengi 3
yaprak 3
dal 2
kadife 2

kış 2
bahçe 1
bakkal 1
beyaz 1
çiğdem 1
dağ 1
esans 1
garip 1

iğne 1
kekre 1
kestane 1
köy 1
kuru yemiş 1
mayhoş 1
müthiş 1
sarı 1

tat 1
tatsız 1
turuncu 1
yaz 1
yemek 1
yemiş 1
yiyecek 1

KIŞ
13, 4

kar 48
soğuk 31
yaz 10
beyaz 2

bunalım 1
güzel 1
kasvet 1

mont 1
sezon 1
uyku 1

uzun 1
üşüme 1
yanmak 1

KİMYON
24, 11

baharat 41
yemek 12
köfte 9
koku 6
karabiber 4
biber 3

lezzet 3
ot 3
mutfak 2
nane 2
tuz 2
et 1

kekik 1
kimya 1
kısır 1
limon 1
nohut 1
patates 1

sütlâç 1
tat 1
toprak 1
toz 1
yeşil 1
yumurta 1

KUYUMCU
11, 4

altın 84
yüzük 4
bilezik 3

para 2
dükkân 1
elmas 1

hırsız 1
saat 1
sarraf 1

takı 1
yatak 1

KORİDOR
35, 13

uzun 25
okul 15
bina 6
dar 7
hastahane 4
halı 3
hol 3

yurt 3
koşmak 2
oda 2
sınıf 2
antre 1
ara 1
ayna 1

boşluk 1
dershane 1
duvar 1
ev 1
flüoresan 1
geniş 1
ince 1

lâmba 1
lise 1
otobüs 1
pencere 1
resmiyet 1
seksek 1
ses 1
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karanlık 3
yol 3

bağlantı 1
beton 1

kalorifer 1
kapı 1

sonsuzluk 1

PATİK
20, 9

bebek 41
çorap 13
ayak 8
sıcak 8
örgü 6

kış 4
iplik 3
nine 3
yün 3
babaanne 1

çetik 1
eldiven 2
köpek 1
mavi 1
minik 1

panik 1
pembe 1
sevimli 1
soğuk 1
terlik 1

SOYTARI
32, 14

palyaço 18
komik 15
şaklaban 13
kral 8
sirk 5
şebek 4
eğlence 4
renkli 3

gülmek 2
gülünç 2
maymun 2
padişah 2
serseri 2
şapka 2
afacan 1
ayyaş 1

boş 1
cambazlık 1
çadır 1
düzenbaz 1
erkek 1
gösteri 1
hokkabaz 1
joker 1

maskara 1
oyuncak 1
öğretmen 1
ponpon 1
saray 1
ukalâ 1
yalaka 1
yaramaz 1

TERAZİ
23, 10

denge 31
burç 13
adalet 11
kilo 9
eşitlik 5
kantar 5

ağırlık 4
ölçü 4
bakkal 3
makas 2
adil 1
ahiret 1

akrep 1
alış veriş 1
araç 1
dikmek 1
file 1
kefe 1

lâstik 1
manav 1
tam 1
tartı 1
yay 1

YALI
26, 11

boğaz 29
deniz 25
zengin 8
lüks 7
Bebek 3
ev 3
köşk 3

para 3
büyük 2
manzara 2
sahil 2
anı 1
bülbül 1
güzellik 1

harika 1
huzur 1
ihtişam 1
konak 1
malikâne 1
oda 1

rahat 1
saray 1
tatil 1
villâ 1
yazlık 1
yüzme 1

YONCA
17, 8

şans 30
yaprak 25
çiçek 15
uğur 7
bitki 5

gonca 5
eşek 2
ot 2
at 1

buğday 1
çayır 1
dilek 1
işleme 1

kaplıca 1
kolye 1
koyun 1
tarla 1
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